
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of lead design. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for lead design

Proactively seek a greater understanding of the Aaron’s customer through
research and analysis, and amplify the customer’s voice within the product
delivery teams that are served
Create user-centered designs by leveraging, industry research, market
analysis, customer feedback, metrics, and usability findings
Facilitate discussions within the product delivery teams regarding users
experience issues and how those issues can benefit with the right user
centered design approach
Create interactive prototypes to validate understanding with stakeholders
and demonstrate desired functionality to development team
Use fact-based, user research techniques to evaluate and report impact of
new designs and enhancements
Assist in the creation of the first of its kind UX Design System, a single source
of truth for, Design Guidance, and interface elements across the Aaron’s
Digital Portfolio
Focus on ensuring a smooth transition to Operations, services are fit for
purpose and meet the acceptance criteria, as part of delivering reliable,
scalable, secure, efficient, well controlled and documented IT services
Manage and perform service transition activities related to taking solutions
and handing them over to Operations in the live production environment
Manage all aspects of the end-to-end service transition process
Lead a multidisciplinary team including designers, prototypers, and user
researchers
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LEED Accredited Professional with specialty designation
Registered Architect or Professional Engineer preferred but not required
Works well with ambiguity and brings optimistic order to circumstances
Advanced 3D Computer modeling/rendering skills
Demonstrated track record of outstanding results and accomplishment in the
field of industrial design, strong internal/external professional profile
Expertise in motion design software including the Adobe CC suite and
Cinema4D plug-ins and scripting


